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Summary

Here, we present a case study of fracture detection using
3D P-wave seismic data from the Yellow River Delta in
east China. A major aspect of this study is to compare the
different seismic attributes and different analysis
techniques on a common dataset for fracture detection. Our
aim is to understand the merit of these different techniques,
and to establish some basic guidelines for fracture detection
using P-wave data.

One of our main findings is that during data analysis one
should avoid the commonly-used narrow-azimuthal
stacking technique, which may enhance the acquisition
footprint. Instead, surface-fitting across all azimuths and
offsets is recommended. Furthermore, in this dateset, the
amplitude is not very reliable, and the final fracture
orientation and intensity maps estimated from the
traveltime attributes compare reasonably well with the fault
and fracture patterns in the area.

Introduction

Sub-vertical natural fracturing is critical for ensuring
economic oil and gas production in tight sand and mud-
rocks in many provinces. Over the past few years, there has
been a consistent increase in using 3DP-wave data to
characterize fractures (e.g. Lynnet al., 1996; MacBeth and
Li, 1999; Liu et al., 2000; Hall et al., 2000; Smith and
McGarrity, 2001; and amongst others).

The focus of this report is the analysis of a naturally
fractured mud-rock reservoir in the Yellow River Delta
area in East China. The field site has been in production for
over 10 years; however, virgin pressure wells are still being
drilled. The goal of the research project was the remote
identification of zones of high fracture density that are
residual oil charged for future well planning. The target
formation consists of mainly sands and mudrocks. We
present results of using azimuthal attribute analysis
technique to process 3D data. The data are of very good
quality compared with similar datasets from other areas.

P-wave azimuthal attribute analysis (3As)

If we assume the fracture population consists of
predominantly one major orientation, the azimuthal
variation of P-wave seismic attributes, such as traveltime,
stacking velocity, reflected wave amplitudes, impedance,
etc. can be approximately described by an ellipse. The long

axis of the ellipse indicates the fracture orientation, and the
relative ratio of the long to short axes of this ellipse is
proportional to the fracture density or intensity of the rock
concerned. As we know, at least three data points are
required to define an ellipse in azimuthal planes. Thus
fracture orientation and intensity maps can be built from
3D P-wave data if there is sufficient azimuthal coverage.
We shall call this techniqueazimuthal attribute analysis or
3A technique.

In the practical application of the 3A technique, we propose
two methods to extract the fracture information: full-
azimuth surface fitting and narrow-azimuth stacking. The
first method fits an elliptical surface to data from all
available azimuths and offsets by a least-square fitting
technique. The second method divides the data into a
number of narrow-azimuth volumes, here we choose six,
with 30o (-15o to 15o) azimuthal bins. Corresponding to
these two methods, there are mainly five seismic attributes
which may be used to extract the fracture information,
including velocity, traveltimes, interval traveltimes,
amplitude, and AVO gradient.

The study area and data description

The study area is located in the Yellow River delta in the
east China. The field was discovered in early 1970s and is
now the second largest oil producing province in China.
The area is bounded to the west by the Yellow River plain
and to the east by the Yellow Sea. Most of the area is
known to be heavily faulted and the target is fractured mud-
rock located at the depth of about 3000m. Oil production in
the area mainly relies on knowing fracture information.

A total of 60 km2 of 3D data was acquired in mid-2000,
and in this study, we have carried out test processing and
analysis of part of the 3D seismic data (about 10km2).
Figure 1 shows a super CDP gather with 150x150m bin
size. Super bins are required for performing narrow-
azimuth stacking. As we can see from Figure 1, the data are
of good quality, and events are clear and continuous. The
data also have good azimuthal-offset coverage (Figure 2),
and thus can be used for fracture analysis with confidence.
Two target horizons have been selected. The first one is the
sandstone (Target 1, Figure 3), located at about 2s (top) and
2.2s (bottom) at an existing borehole. The second one is the
mudstone (Target 2), located at about 2.2s (top) and 2.5
(bottom). In this study, we shall concentrate on Target 1
and only present preliminary results for Target 2.
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The analysis is carried out in two stages: (1) data inspection
and pre-processing including three key steps - surface-
consistent static correction, surface-consistent amplitude
corrections and noise attenuation, and (2) anisotropic
analysis by 3As, including both narrow-azimuth stacking
and full-azimuth surface fitting.

Narrow-azimuth stack

In order to reveal any azimuthal variations inP-wave
attributes, we divide the data into six azimuthal bins with
30o bin size, and then perform narrow-azimuth velocity
analysis and stacking. This gives rise to six narrow-azimuth
data volumes (-60o, -30o, 0o, 30o, 60o and 90o). 0o indicates
north (N), negative angles are measured counter-clockwise
from north (north-to-west, NW) and positive angles are
measured clockwise from north (north-to-east, NE). This
definition is used for all the processing.

Figure 4 shows the azimuthal traveltime variation at a
selected super CDP gather, focusing on the bottom of T1
(2180ms). A same velocity function is applied to all the six
azimuthal gathers during NMO correction. Azimuthal
variations in the residual moveout are clear. Figure 5 shows
the corresponding velocity spectra for this CDP. Now all
six gathers are flattened by different stacking velocities.
However, velocity picking errors may conceal the
azimuthal variation, and a least-square traveltime inversion
is required to overcome this problem. The corresponding
amplitude variation is shown in Figure 6 for the top of T1
(2000ms), and we can see that the amplitude variation with
offset is very scattered, and it is very difficult to see a
consistent trend. From Figure 6, we may conclude that any
attribute analysis based on amplitude information in these
data will not be very reliable.

Surface fitting results

This fits an elliptical surface through all the available
azimuths and all offsets for a given CDP gather. The main
feature of this technique lies in the picking of traveltimes
and amplitudes of the top and bottom of the target horizons.
Manual picking is impossible due to the work load and also
the pick errors can be very large (up to 3% to 5%
depending on a processor's experience). Thus, an automatic
picker is usually employed. To ensure reliable velocity and
amplitude picking, the horizons are first manually picked
from the post-stack volumes and then used to control points
for pre-stack automatic picking. All amplitudes and
traveltime attribute are picked in this way.

After the picking, a least-square inversion method
including all azimuths and offsets is applied to the picked
attributes. The advantage of this technique is that it is
robust and handles easily the anisotropy effects in the

overburden. More importantly it can handle irregular
offset-azimuthal coverage.

Results for Target 1

Two attributes (stacking velocity and AVO gradient) from
narrow azimuth stack are analyzed for fracture information.
The final fracture maps from azimuthal analysis of velocity
variation of Target 1 is shown Figure 7. The results appear
to be dominated by the acquisition footprint.

Surface fitting is applied to three other attributes of Target
1 (sandstone): top-horizon time, interval time, and top
amplitude to evaluate the merit of these different attributes.
Figure 8 shows the results from the interval traveltime
analysis. The average anisotropy is about 15%, giving rise
to a reasonable result. It is noted that interval traveltime is a
robust attributewhich is independent of overburden
anisotropy. However, if the layer is dipping coupled with
faulting, the accuracy of automatic picking will be
questionable, and this will affect the results significantly. A
good horizon map supplied by an interpreter will be useful
to ensure the success of this technique.

Results for Target 2

The above testing shows that surface-fitting of interval
traveltimes is reliable whilst narrow-azimuth stacking
velocity is more affected by the acquisition footprint. We
further evaluate these two attributes for Target 2
(mudstone). The results are shown in Figures 9 and 10 in
the form of fracture attribute maps. Again, we notice that
the narrow-azimuth velocity attributes are dominated by the
acquisition footprint (Figure 9b). Final fracture map of
Target 2 is made from the interval travel time, and the
patterns compare reasonably well with the fault patterns in
the study area shown in Figure 11. We can also see that
along the faults the fracture intensity seems to increase. The
dominant fracture orientation is N40o and there is a near-
orthogonal direction at N30oW or N150oE, which may be
interpreted as the secondary fracture set. These are
consistent with regional stress field.

Conclusions

We have carried out a detailed and robust analysis of the
azimuthal variation inP-wave attributes from a 10km2 3D
land seismic dataset from the Yellow River Delta, China.
Two methods (full-azimuth/full-offset and narrow-
azimuth/full-offset) have been used and five seismic
attributes analyzed for fracture parameter estimation.
Azimuthal differences in seismic attributes have been
presented in the form of fracture orientation and fracture
intensity maps.
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Figure 1. A super gather
with bin-size of 150x150m.

Figure 2. Analysis of
offset- azimuthal coverage.
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Figure 3. Examples of image processing results for an inline
profile. Two target horizons have been identified (labeled
T1 and T2. Note that the top of T2 is the same as the bottom
of T1).
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Figure 4. Azimuthal traveltime variation. The same NMO velocity has
been applied to all six azimuthal gathers extracted from the super CDP
gather.
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Figure 5. Azimuthal stacking velocity variations. Different stacking
velocities are required to flatten the events.
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Figure 7. Narrow-azimuth method: Stacking velocity
inversion from the bottom of the target T1. (a) Fracture
orientation map. (b) Fracture intensity map.
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(a) Orientation (b) Intensity
Figure 8. Full-azimuth and full-offset inversion: Interval
traveltime inversion from the target T1. (a) Fracture
orientation map. (b) Fracture intensity map.

(a) Orientation (b) Intensity
Figure 10. Full-azimuth and full-offset inversion: Interval
traveltime inversion from the target T2. (a) Fracture
orientation map. (b) Fracture intensity map.
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Figure 6. Azimuthal amplitude variation from the top of the target
horizon T1 (see Figure 3) for all six azimuths.

(a) Orientation (b) Interpreted map
Figure 9. Narrow-azimuth method: Stacking velocity
inversion from the bottom of the target T2. (a) Fracture
orientation map. (b) Interpreted fracture map.

(a) Fault map (b) Fracture map
Figure 11. Interpreted fracture maps of T2 from Figure 10.
(a) Fault map, and (b) fracture map from the interval
traveltime in Figure 10.


